Offer of a € 25.000 reward
(offer of a reward according to §§ 657 and 660 German Civil Code)
Fraudulent cargo thefts on March 11, 2021 and March 12, 2021 in 06331
Hettstedt (Germany) ‐ KUPFER

_______________________________________________________
An organized Eastern European group of perpetrators fraudulently came at the transport orders for
several transports of copper to Austria, Belgium and the Netherlands using the Bulgarian shell
company:

DESI 95 EOOD (Sofia, Bulgarien)
Using the Bulgarian company DESI 95 EOOD, the perpetrators fraudulently commissioned several
actual freight carriers from Germany, Slovenia and Bulgaria to take over the cargo in Hettstedt. The
transport companies commissioned by the perpetrators were instructed to deliver the accepted
cargo of copper to other destinations. With one of the transports the unloading point in northern
Italy was fabricated.
The value of the stolen copper cargoes is several hundred thousand euros.
The companies which suffered the damage have offered a total reward of:

25.000 EURO
for information that will lead to the return of the stolen goods.

The amount of the reward represents 10% of the value of the recovered goods, but not more than
EUR 25,000. If partial quantities are found, the maximum amount will be paid proportionally
according to the value of the recovered goods. If several leads are received, the amount awarded will
be divided between the informants according to the share in successful clearance and return of
goods.
Who can provide relevant information on the whereabouts of the goods? All leads and information
will be handled with utmost confidentiality!
You can contact the authorized experts at:
E‐Mail:

info@schadensfall.info

Telefon:

+49 176 85 65 58 92 (WhatsApp, texts, etc.)

The reward will also be paid out if you provide the police in Germany or police stations in the
Schengen countries (EU) with relevant information that will lead to the recovery of the goods.
Persons whose professional activity involves investigating criminal offenses or is
directly or indirectly related to insurance law investigations
are not entitled to the reward.

